Abstract
Introduction
Direct kinematic problem is one of the most important issues in Stewart platform research, and both numerical and analytical methods have been used in this filed. Analytical methods, aim at a closed-form solution, relying on the configuration details of the mechanism and complex off-line calculation [1] [2] [3] [4] . In real Stewart platform system, numerical direct kinematic methods are more widely used than analytical methods. When working on numerical methods, some researchers obtained the direct kinematic solutions by solving a high-order polynomial [5] [6] [7] [8] , while others were working on the non-linear kinematic equations [9, 12, 13] .
Apart from classical Newton-Raphson algorithm, many new methods were employed in direct kinematic problem. Both Lim [10] and Ramesh [11] used neural network method to construct a non-linear mapping from actuator lengths to platform positions. Liu [12] combined immune algorithm, genetic algorithm and fuzzy theory to a hybrid system to solve direct kinematic problem. Wang [13] applied Lie algebra theory into Stewart platform kinematic analysis and then presented a simple direct kinematic method using small changes in joint variables. Eusebio et al. [14] chose the initial position value by probabilistic learning to avoid local minima of direct kinematic solutions.
To the best of authors' knowledge, the input values for direct kinematic method in all articles were assumed to be zero-noise signals. This indicates a need for data pretreatment function and a complex hierarchy in a real Stewart platform system [15] .
The main idea in this paper is to present a one-step anti-noise direct kinematic method for real-time Stewart platform system, which means the algorithm will remove the noise itself during the direct kinematic procedure. The novel method is based on extended kalman filter (EKF),which have been proved to be useful in antinoise system by numerous works [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Basic ideas and theories for realtime Stewart platform system are reviewed in section two. In section three, system noise analysis and Extended kalman filter based direct kinematic (EBDK) method are presented. In section four, numerical simulations are performed to validate the EBDK method. Conclusions are made in section five.
Stewart Platform System Overview
A real-time control system for Stewart platform used in flight simulator is shown in Figure 1 A real Stewart platform system considers not only the direct kinematic algorithm but also the data transmission procedure. We introduce them respectively in this section.
Kinematic for Stewart Platform
Commonly, six-dimensional vector P indicates the position and orientation of the end-effector in O x y z coordinate frame, and six-dimensional vector l indicates the actuators' lengths. Then under the right-hand coordinate system O x y z defined in Figure 2 , the reverse kinematic model of Stewart platform can be presented as follows [1] . is the Jacobi matrix in position P , the velocity kinematic is given as.

We assume all Stewart mentioned in this article can be expressed by equation (1) and (2).
Direct Kinematic Algorithm
A direct kinematic problem for Stewart platform is to find the unknown endeffector position based on actuator lengths with constraints in equation (1) . The common numerical direct kinematic method is given as follow. 1)Choose the initial position for P in a proper domain based on known actuator lengths l or experience; 2)Set the condition coefficient , then output the present P as the result; else ,back to 3 for a new iteration.
 denotes norms in corresponding generalized space. Mainly, step 1 decides the applicability of the algorithm, Step 3 to 5 relate to the convergence rate, algorithm robustness and result accuracy respectively.
Data Transmission and Time Synchronization
In this work, the soft real-time transmission is based on an Ethernet protocol (IEEE 802.3u conformed). We use a NTP time-synchronously method to estimate the time and frequency offsets between host and slaves [20] . The synchronization equation is given as follows.
where T is the time in host controller; 
EKF Based Direct Kinematic Procedure
According to the background knowledge in the last section, module based noise analysis and common numerical direct kinematic algorithm are presented here respectively. Then EBDK procedure will be introduced .
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Noise Analysis
Measurement errors and transmission deviation are two main data noise sources. The noise caused by time synchronization drift in distributed network situation is studied by many researchers [18, 19] .
A complete real-time direct kinematic procedure in one sampling period s T for Stewart platform is shown in Figure 4 . Expected trajectory is realized under realization noise Based on equation (3), the synchronization equation with noise is given as follows. can be rewritten as follows. General situation:
We also assume both the realization noise P  and sampling noise l  are Gaussian noises in this paper.
EKF in Direct Kinematic
Extended kalman filter is designed especially for weak nonlinear system. Then the state update function and observation function for Stewart system are shown as follows.
  [16] and equations(1,2,5,6), we have the EKF equations for the direct kinematic method given as follows.
Priori estimation at time k based on the previous step position state, covariance matrix and kalman gain are given as
Posterior estimation for position state and covariance are given as
Here we define k H to be the Jacobi matrix in position |1kk
As shown in Figure 4 , the real trajectory equals to an expected trajectory with noise 
Simulation and Analysis
The coordinates for all the terminal points of Stewart platform are shown in Figure 2 and table 1. space, we define a new norm shown in (10) to measure the "distance" between two position instead of the 2-norm.
where
We expect the end-effector to move along a trajectory o given in (11) , notice that   , , , , , 
Validity and Verification
In simulation, we consider three noise situations for a real Stewart platform system. All default parameters are shown in table 2 Compared to the NR method, it's clearly that the EBDK method is effective in removing most noise in all three situation.
In Figure 5 and Figure 6 , the residual noises in position errors are in direct proportion to Y  in both two methods. This conclusion is also demonstrated in Figure 7 . As we claimed in previous section, the i Y  will satisfy a truncated normal distribution under special network condition. After appropriate organization, the simulation results of EBDK method under both normal and half -normal distribution(a typical truncated normal distribution) noise are shown in Figure 7 . The vertical axis presents the mean value of position error under a five second simulation. With same Y  , the differences between the dashes and solids are affected by the statistic characteristics shown in (6) . And the change trends are almost the same for two lines. In later experiments, we only discuss the normal distribution situation.
Based on the kalman filter theory, the EBDK method is also effective in zeronoise situation. Two zero-noise simulations are conducted to verify the algorithm's effectiveness. Shown as in Figure 8 , EBDK method has a zero-error output in zeronoise situation and a limited-error output in zero-time-noise situation. The NR method which relied on the condition coefficient c  fails to defend residual errors in both zero noise situations.
Simulative Experiments
Numerous simulations are conducted to verify the effects of  and N in the EBDK method. The default parameters for the simulation are listed in table 3. Statistical analysis of the simulation results is performed to draw clear conclusions. Figure 8 and Figure 9 . Statistic results in Figure 9 demonstrate that the  plays a positive role in the output position errors. From Figure 10 , the EBDK method has a worse performance than NR method in a small  situation. Notice the existence of maladjusted data in NR method(in Figure 9 ). It's a typical calculation mistake when choosing an unsuitable p  . In real system, the sampling rate is higher than the transmission rate, thus the direct kinematic module acquire a group of sampling data once. Figure 11 The output position errors of EBDK method under three sampling rates are in a same level in Figure 11 . This indicate the sampling rate don't affect the estimation accuracy of EBDK. And the statistic characteristics for the simulations shown in Figure 12 also support this conclusion.
The density of sampling points do affects the estimation accuracy for random points in the trajectory. We choose one hundred rand points in time domain and estimate the respective position by interpolation firstly. The interpolation is based on the outputs of EBDK method and NR method respectively. Then we calculate the position errors of these respective positions later. The mean of position errors for rand points are compare to the mean of output position errors of two direct kinematic methods finally. The simulation results are shown in Figure 12 , in which solid lines represent direct kinematic algorithm outputs and dash lines represent random points.
With different noise, the mean of position errors for both rand points and sampling points have the same change trend as shown in Figure 10 . And the average difference between rand points and sampling points converge when the sampling rate increase. Base on the simulation results, we can draw a conclusion that redundant sampling data are not always indispensable for a real-time system when using either EBDK method or NR method.
Conclusion
To avoid the noises during the data sampling and transmission process, we develop an EBDK algorithm for real-time Stewart platform system. The simulation results demonstrate that this method is effective for noise rejection purpose in most simulation environment.
